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Why Good Things Run Wild
A Reflection On 30 Years of Being A Church

I

Written by Rick Bundschuh

HAVE OFTEN JOKINGLY
SAID THAT KAUAI
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP IS
THE MOUSE THAT ROARED.

beautiful little rock we live upon.
Rolling in on 30 years as one of the gang who
launched our somewhat peculiar and wild family
of faith has got me reflecting on what things have
contributed to Kauai Christian Fellowship’s outsized
roar where a modest squeak was expected.

In contrast with many large high-powered church
communities on the mainland we are a tiny and out

A few traits seem to me unique and distinctive to

of touch gang of misfits. And yet for reasons that

the outsized impact of our wonderfully rousing, and

are wholly the mysterious providence of God, we

often boisterous, community of Faith

have reach and influence extending far beyond the
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A SIMPLE, FOCUSED VISION.

So for example while a house may have common

From the very start, Kauai Christian Fellowship was

points of architecture— doors, roof, windows,

built around the simply stated mission of evangelism

foundation etc.— each actual house can look and feel

and growth in relationship to Christ:

radically dissimilar.

TO KNOW HIM AND MAKE HIM KNOWN.

Thus many churches share a core connective and
timeless message and purpose, they often look and

This is the main thing. And we make a concentrated

act quite differently from each other culturally. And

effort to “keep the main thing, the main thing”. Every

like houses, some are bland, some are wacky, and

action we take, every ministry we launch or decision

some are wonderfully remarkable.

we make, is measured against how well that simple
vision is being accomplished. Or as our team often

The first step in creating a remarkable culture is

asks: “Does this move the ball (our vision) down the

to avoid creating a toxic one. It means knowing by

field?”

experience, common sense and some inherent skill,
what things will ultimately bring health and vitality

We tend to strongly resist, or retire, any activity

to the community of Christ and what will burden it

or “ministry” that has no measurable effect on

unduly or squelch its growth and effectiveness.

supporting our vision of seeing people become
Christ followers or to grow in His grace, especially

That takes leaders who are discerning enough to

if the lame activity or opportunity demands time,

see in the distance incoming ideas and actions that

energy, space or money.

might become dangerous reefs to shipwreck the
mission and derail a remarkable church culture.

Everything KCF does is measured and if it not
showing movement towards the simple goal

Just as important for creating a remarkable church

it is either rethought or abandoned. This often

culture is the ability to imagine what probably could

means saying no to things noble or even fiscally

work, and then give passionate people the freedom

advantageous that don’t advance the Good News of

to put that experiment into action.

Christ.
The essentials needed for this are innovation,
A UNIQUE CHURCH CULTURE.

imagination and most of all permission.

Every church has a culture, a way of thinking, acting,
organizing and relating. The culture of a church is

And KCF is a permission giving culture.

the “why” of what they do. The culture of a church
is often woven with threads of the broader culture

Another part of the culture of Kauai Christian

from which its members spring, and the church’s

Fellowship is an AVERSION TO COMPLEXIT Y OF

culture carries with it the flavor and instincts of the

STRUCTURE (or simply put, we don’t like more and

culture it inhabits. An example would be the strong

more policies and rules).

“surf culture” influence in KCF, or the dress down
casualness of local culture. (We know this is unique

KCF leadership tends to be allergic to flow charts

because we often see visitors sneaking a photo of

and other types of organizational methods that

the barefoot members of the worship team.)

end up creating more busy work, stoking egos,
or diverting energy and resources away from the

And while Biblical Christianity creates a structure

mission in order to solve minor issues.

and framework for all church culture to hang on,
there is much latitude in the actual expression within
that shared architecture from church to church.
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From groundbreaking and construction in 1991, to our current building.

G.K. Chesterton’s comment (from which KCF drew

Now, it is true that church leaders need discernment

its motto) is instructive to this point: “And the more I

and wisdom to mitigate and protect against actual

considered Christianity, the more I found that while

risks from the damaging potential of the occasional

it had established a rule and order, the chief aim of

bad apple. But when rules and policies become

that order was to give room for good things to

weaponized over little disputes, little grievances,

run wild.”

little peeves, they are misused. This is never more
true when rules and hierarchies are put in place to

Our church culture tends to rebel at any artificial

protect “stuff ” or “status”.

restrictions that hinder good things running
wild. This does not mean that chaos reigns. But it

In a church setting it effectively means that church

means we operate by a different methodology and

leaders view their congregation as not sufficiently

economy than the typical corporate-inspired church

sanctified to do the right thing without a policy or

organization. For example:

rule hanging over their heads.

KCF IS PRINCIPLE CENTERED RATHER THAN

The fallacy of this approach is that rules never

RULE CENTERED.

really stop someone who wants to cross the line.

The archetype of our natural push back against

Bureaucratic policies just make some people feel

increasing complexity (which is the natural drift for

better and provide a way for them to measure their

all organizations) is our infamous church key “policy,”

virtue against others.

where everyone who proclaims themselves a KCF
member is given a key to the church facility—which

Rather than viewing the congregation as people

in the end, is virtually no policy at all. However,

we must protect the church building from, KCF has

it is the principle which is important: to entrust

chosen to see the congregation as people whom

members, rather than build systems that protect

the Spirit of God is transforming into those for which

“us” against “them”.

such bureaucratic rules are not necessary. It comes
down to trusting our people rather than protecting

Rules always seem like a tempting solution to

ourselves from them.

perceived problems, but in real world experience
ENTRUSTING PEOPLE, as explained, is another

they end up creating more problems then they solve.

hallmark of KCF culture. Starting with our team
Rules, policies, etc. are generally put in place

members and flowing down, we entrust people

because the entity fears that someone will do

with the authority to easily make decisions and have

something harmful to the organization. Rules

power. IN FACT, KCF IS A PLACE WHERE POWER IS

are protection mechanisms to prevent or control

GIVEN AWAY.

behavior or actions deemed unacceptable.
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WE BELIEVE THAT ALL DECISIONS SHOULD

that all Pastoral Staff—from Children’s Pastor

BE MADE AS LOW AS POSSIBLE IN THE

to Teaching Pastors (we have no Lead or Senior

ORGANIZATION…

Pastor)—would be paid the same salary.

in other words we allow people the honor of being

Youth Pastors around the world think we are rock

in charge and making decisions without having

stars for this exceptional distinctive. (Try finding

to go through red tape or wait for the anointing

any other church who does this…and while you are

of top leadership. And our leaders hand over and

at it, see if you can find any other church whose

delegate out as many important matters as they

younger staff feel as valued as do ours.)

can because it creates a climate in which
KCF HAS A HIGH COMMITMENT TO YOUTH AND

people grow.

CHILDREN’S MINISTRIES. KCF started as a youth
LEADERSHIP STRUCTURES AT KCF ARE OFTEN

ministry that needed a church, and we pour many

CREATED NATURALLY VIA RELATIONSHIPS as

resources into staffing and resources to make sure

opposed to being assigned. It is the difference

that we are reaching lost kids and turning them

between personal influence and positional

into disciples.

authority.
KCF IS A CREATIVE ENTIT Y. Celebrating and
Actual Leadership at KCF is earned, not

investing in creative activity and the arts is a trait

automatically bestowed; it is granted, not

of our church. We believe that creativity is placed

demanded. It is the result of investments and

in the heart of people to mirror the Creator.

relationships built over the long run.
KCF IS NOT AFRAID OF CHANGE. The word
KCF STAFF LEADS BY EXAMPLE - What are the

“change” is the dirty word of the church. At KCF

traits of people who best embody our culture?

we never want to change our vision but we are
not afraid to change our methods. We welcome

• They serve selflessly

innovation and things that work. In fact, the

• It’s not about them – they enjoy it when

leaders of KCF have often acted intentionally to

others achieve or get accolades

break the mold and eliminate the sacred cows of

• They are generous and sacrificial – with

“we’ve always done it this way.” We want people to

time, energy, money

say “you never know what might happen at KCF”

• They are considerate of other people and

in a good way.

treat them with respect and dignity
• They make stuff happen – they start

And now we’re looking back at thirty years as

benevolent brush fires of good things.

a church. Wow. It’s been a great ride. And with

• They know and are all about our common

the brand new Anchor House Bible School

mission, vision and strategy

currently breaking ground we hope to instill future

• They are self-driven

generations with the attributes that have made

• They are people of conviction. Things

KCF not just a church but a community of wild,

get done not because they are getting a

imaginative and dedicated followers of Christ.

paycheck but out of a deep conviction to see

And after 30 years of good things running wild

lives impacted by Christ.

I can say with confidence: You never know what
might happen at Kauai Christian Fellowship.

The idea that the work and calling of everyone
is equally important is manifested dramatically
in the fact that long ago KCF leadership decided
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Matthew 28: 19–20
“Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and
teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And
surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.”

T

Written by Jenna Marshall
his past March we were talking with our grade school kids
at KCF all about what the disciples were up to after Jesus
was cruciﬁed and resurrected. We discussed all sorts of cool

things about the early church, from shipwrecks, jailbreaks, to radical
conversions and miracles.
One Sunday we were going over

And they all stared at him with

our memory verse Matthew 28:19-

unsure faces, not wanting to get

20, which to be honest was quite a

the question wrong. Rick went on

doozy for the kids.

to explain that to baptize quite
literally means ‘to be immersed in

It is a long verse and has some

the water’ demonstrating them

pretty important commandments

with a cup of coffee and a cookie

like make disciples and baptize
them. While we were reciting the

That piqued the kids’ interest,

verse Pastor Rick came up and

and kept the ball rolling by asking

asked the kids “Do you all know

them questions: “But why do we

what ‘baptize’ means?”

baptize people? What does it
symbolize?” .
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And the kids had some good

Her mom explained that she’s

answers. Together they discussed

been baptized as a baby and

how baptism is a display of our

hadn’t really made the decision

commitment to God, an outward

herself. Rylee encouraged her

expression of choosing to accept

Mom to join her in baptism

Jesus as our savior and trusting

because now she could make the

that He washes away our sins, just

decision for herself. And it doesn’t

as the water washes over us. And

stop there! Rylee’s little brother,

how when we come up from the

DJ, overheard them and shared

water, we are proclaiming a new

that he too knew Jesus lived and

life in Jesus in celebration with

died for him and that he wanted

our Church family.

to get baptized too.

Soon we carried on our program

You see where this is going. Soon

with goldfish snacks and fun-

the whole family—Mom, Dad,

filled games. I knew the kids had

Rylee, and DJ— decided that it

been presented with something

was time to proclaim their trust

deeper than just a Bible verse

in Jesus and commitment to the

memorization, but wondered how

Kingdom of God and to celebrate

much would stick. But that’s the

with their church family through

amazing things with kids: you

public baptism.

never quite know what will stick.
So one sweet Sunday afternoon
After service one kid, Rylee,

in April, with their church family

announced to her parents that she

cheering them on from the shore,

needed to get baptized. She knew

Rylee’s entire family along with

Jesus loved her and washed away

other fellow believers from all

her sins and now understood that

walks of life and ages, met at

the next commandment was to

the harbor to fulfill Jesus’ words

go and get baptized. But it didn’t

in Matthew 28. Praise the Lord

stop there; she turned to her Mom

for bold kids leading their whole

and asked “Well, aren’t you going

family in the way of the Lord!

to get baptized too?”
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A Good Dose
of Creativity
for Kids

T

om Finley is one of the founding leaders of Kauai
Christian Fellowship and for many years served as a
teaching Pastor and then as the Children’s Pastor until

retiring a few years back.
Except he didn’t really retire.
For those of you who don’t know much about Tom (he is quiet
about his accomplishments) it might surprise you to know
that he has a degree in Christian Education, he also worked
for many years as a professional cartoonist (often along side
Rick Bundschuh, a friend since Middle School days). And he
was one of the principle forces in Christian publishing as a
writer and designer of church curriculum.
And now he’s back at it again, working from his home office
and using his computer skills to create animated characters,
puzzles, games and Bible teaching materials for kids and
teachers everywhere.
Take a look at what he has created…we think you will be
amazed.
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The KCF Rock & Shaka Tour
Is Coming Your Way!

T

Written by Jeremy Hartshorn
his July, Kauai Christian Fellowship and

your face melted. Despite being young these kids

Bandwagon Institute for the Arts are

play circles around most of the adult bands here on

teaming up to send a group of talented high

the island. Every time they play, the jaws drop and

school musicians on a mini rock’n’roll tour with

the phone cameras come out. People are floored

stops in Central and Southern CA and Phoenix, AZ

by the caliber of musicianship that they bring to

where they will be playing at Alice Cooper’s Solid

the stage - especially considering that none of

Rock in Phoenix AZ.

them have a driver’s license yet.

This hyper-capable group of kids (ages range from

While on the mainland, the band will be visiting

15-17) work together as instructors at Bandwagon

churches and all-ages venues from Fresno to San

Music Center, a non-profit music education

Diego to Phoenix and everywhere in between,

facility founded by our resident songwriter and

leading worship, playing rock and roll and running

worship leader Jeremy Hartshorn. Since its

music clinics for worship teams and young

creation, Bandwagon has served as a magnet for

musicians. They will be accompanied by Jeremy

talented kids and a bridge to their families who

who will serve as tour bus driver, zookeeper, and

have consistently found their way into our KCF

guest worship leader for Sunday morning services

community.

along the way.

Each of the kids in the band have a similar story.

If you are interested in having our team visit

They all met each other at Bandwagon, began

your church, please email tour director Jeremy

attending our KCF youth programs and camps, got

Hartshorn at Jeremy@kauaichristian.org.

serious about their faith, and now serve regularly
on our Sunday Morning worship teams. Oh yeah...

To learn more about Bandwagon Institute for the

did we mention they ROCK!

Arts, visit www.bandwagoninstitute.org.

They call themselves STONEHENGE and specialize
in playing fast, loud classic rock from the 80s & 90s,
and have recently started writing some originals as
well. But listen at your own risk, you might just get
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MEET THE BAND
Kaile (age 17)

Sara (age 15)

AK A: The Soccer Mom

AK A: The Scientist
Kaile found her way into

Like her bandmates, Sara

our KCF Community and

found her way into our

eventually faith in Christ

community of faith through

through the Bandwagon.

the connections she made

She’s typically found

with her bandmates at

holding it down on the

Bandwagon. Since then,

drums, but can also play

she has matured in both

guitar, bass, piano and

her faith and her musical

ukulele. She’s recently

abilities. She’s an absolute

been stepping out into writing worship songs

wizard on electric guitar - meticulously and

and is currently one of the worship leaders for our

methodically working her way through learning

high school groups on both our north and south

song after song of tough guitar licks. Like Emily, she

campuses. Older (and wiser?) than her bandmates

is a total guitar nerd and possesses encyclopedic

by a couple years, she’s earned the nickname “Soccer

knowledge of rock history and equipment. While

Mom” from the gang - a title she bears with pride.

guitar is her specialty, Sara can hold it down on

Kaile is passionate about sharing the gospel and

bass, keys, mandolin or just about anything else we

looks forward to the chance to share her testimony

throw at her. She shares guitar duties with Keoni in

whenever she gets the chance. She plays drums in

Stonehenge.

Stonehenge.
Emily (age 15)

Keoni (age 15)

AK A: Force of Nature

AK A: The Boy
Emily, the original

Keoni first showed up on

Bandwagon kid, played

our radar when his band

her first worship set on

won the 2018 Battle of the

drums at 7. Since then

Bands in which he played

she’s tackled every other

a funky, jazzy, instrumental

instrument and can be

original song while wearing

found on our Sunday

a full-body chicken suit.

morning worship team

After the contest he

most weeks. Last we

continued at Bandwagon

counted Emily plays 15 different instruments

and eventually found his way into KCF’s high school

including cello, accordion, banjo, mandolin and

youth ministry. He’s become one of the most active

more. She absolutely shreds on electric guitar and

kids in the high school program and was baptized

bass, of course, the drums as well. She’s also a skilled

in April of 2021. He continually shocks and surprises

vocalist and has written and recorded several songs.

all of us with his skill on the guitar as he tackles

She is working on new material constantly. She’s is

wild solo after solo, learning them note for note on

the lead singer and bassist and occasional guitarist

his one-of-a kind custom built guitar. He’s also an

of Stonehenge.

incredible ukulele player. He shares guitar duties
with Sara in Stonehenge.
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Jeremy Hartshorn has

with over 25 years of experience. He has led worship

over 20 years of experience

at events such as the HIM Conference, the Northwest

and was nominee for the

Ministry Conference and the Saddleback Worship

Grammy Music Teacher

Conference and was recently featured in the

Award in 2016 thanks to

Hawaiian Blessing video which went viral in 2020

his innovative approach to

and has gathered over 1.1 million views so far. He

music education. His brain-

has released four albums of original worship since

child, Bandwagon, has

coming on staff at KCF in 2007. They can be found

become synonymous with

on iTunes, Spotif y and all other streaming platforms.

music education on Kauai and has helped countless

He currently serves at KCF as our North Shore

kids get started on their musical journey. He is one

Campus Pastor.

of our resident worship leaders and a songwriter

The Anchor House
Breaks Ground

B

y the time you have this

young adults a solid foundation

news magazine in your

of God’s Word, and practical tools

hands, heav y equipment

to confidently and meaningfully

will have been rolling and

engage with the conflicting

stakes will have been put in the

ideologies of modern culture,

ground for the opening salvo of

as well as developing ministry

construction of The Anchor House

skills that can be put into action

Bible College.

wherever God plants them.

Scheduled to open in September

We are currently building a roster

of 2022, The Anchor House will be

of Bible teachers from within our

accepting applications at the end

own ranks as well as lining up

of this summer (2021). Our opening

guest lecturers from all over the

year will be open to a starting

globe.

class of 40 students—so we expect
slots to fill up fast.

The Anchor House website is also
under construction but you can

The Anchor House will offer a nine

find updates and more information

month program designed to give

at www.anchorhousekauai.com.
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Musings on 30 Years
Behind the Scenes at KCF
Written by Dain Spore

I

serve himself as God.”

first darkened the door of Kauai Christian
Fellowship over thirty years ago, when the
church was only four months old. Within a

Therefore, as we seek to return to the Paradise

few months I was put to work driving the Junior

we lost, we find that the requirement placed on

High van until I was “promoted” to cleaning the

us is to serve God and serve each other. That is

bathrooms. My hats off to those who still drive

why Jesus tells us to “examine ourselves” before

Junior High vans.

receiving Communion. The act of breaking bread
and drinking the cup is as much about our

Reluctantly, along the way, I became a worship

reconciliation to God as it is to each other. Which is

leader, then a reluctant young adults leader, a

understandable because…

reluctant bible teacher, and for the past twenty
years, a reluctant pastor at KCF. Don’t get me

3. WE SHOULD EXPECT MORE OUT OF GOD,

wrong, I absolutely love being a pastor! I just never

AND LESS FROM PEOPLE.

wanted to be one. Every step of my inexorable way

Many are the times I can remember being wholly

was merely answering a call from God (and usually

let down by the people I’d relied on to help with

being enticed by food to take the next step. But

some important task or event— even being wholly

that is a story for another time.)

let down by myself when I worked futilely to do
everything myself—rather than seek God’s help,

As I have grown in the Lord over these 30 years I

wisdom, authority and leadership. I have learned

have been shaped because of, alongside of, and in

that if I truly seek first His Kingdom, I’m not so

the thick of KCF as it grew into the church body it is

disappointed by the fallen world (and broken

today. I want to give to you a snapshot of seven key

people, including myself) around me. Speaking of

things I have learned along the way.

fallen…

1. COMMUNITY IS WAY MORE IMPORTANT THAN

2 . COMMUNITY IS HARD!

I THOUGHT.

If you have been a part of a local church for any

As Frederick Buechner said,

period of time you know this already. If you’re

“The story of Adam is the story of each of us.

serious about being a church in accordance with

We were created to serve God and each other

the tenets of the faith, then you will welcome

in love, but each of us chooses instead to

“everyone” to your community.
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Which sounds great until you realize that this

those supplies take money, which leads us to…

means that you will get “everyone” in your
community. “Everybody is welcome in this church…

5. THERE’S NEVER ENOUGH MONEY.

oh crud.” God has seen fit to teach us the gravity

Please don’t take that as a complaint. We have

of His own forgiveness of our sins against Him by

been super-abundantly blessed at KCF, and it is

learning to forgive others who sin against us. Or

only the obedient generosity of our congregation

perhaps simply to forgive those who annoy us. Is

that has allowed us to grow. It has also enabled

there even a difference? In any case, we have a

me to fulfill the role of a teaching pastor without

saying around here that “If we don’t step on your

having to park cars for a living! (So, if I stepped on

toes, we’re not doing our job”. We are not just being

your toes with that statement, refer to number 2

glib, we mean it. Which leads to another thing I’ve

above.)

learned…
4. GOD DOESN’T CALL THE
EQUIPPED, HE EQUIPS THE
CALLED.
I was astonished when I
first became part of the
leadership how utterly
human the leadership of
KCF was. In the beginning
I was constantly dogged
by the feeling of being an
imposter. “I don’t know what
I’m doing, who put me in
charge, I’m not qualified
for this.” But this feeling of
not being “good enough”
to serve God is normal.
Our proper response is to then rely on God, and

When I say there’s never enough money, what I

He uses it to develop in us a heart of humility

mean is this: When I sat in on my very first elders

and accomplish His great works in spite of our

meeting it was bleak; looking at the books it was

shortcomings.

evident we could only fund about 70% of the
church’s needs. There was so much we just couldn’t

I discovered is that every great Christian leader

afford to do!

and servant should feel this way. Pastors, teachers,
leaders and all servants are simply fallible people

Many of the leaders complained that their

who —like Isaiah—said “God, here am I”. We are

particular ministry didn’t have nearly enough

all totally dependent on the Holy Spirit to work

funding. Everyone scrimped and squeezed and got

through us. Quite literally we are “His workmanship

creative with the little they had. And that was when

created in Christ Jesus to do the good works

our annual budget was about $30k. Now, in 2021,

God prepared in advance for us to do” (Eph 2).

our annual budget is just under one million dollars.

He will equip us for the tasks He has called us to,

And guess what? Yep, we are still only able to fund

regardless of how unqualified we feel. Of course,

about 70% of what we’d like to do.

a lot of those ministry tasks require supplies, and

.
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(And naturally ministry leaders still complain that

confidence in our calling from God to just be who

they aren’t adequately funded.) Which has led me

we are at KCF, and to be at peace if somebody finds

to believe that God never wants us to be completely

their needs, or volume level, at another church.

funded because perhaps we would start thinking
that we didn’t need him. As it is, we are always

7. WE ARE A FAMILY IN THE BEST SENSE.

grateful for the provision we have, and we are always

I know when you read “the Church is a family” you’re

asking God to continue to provide so we can fulfill

tempted to skip to the end of the paragraph because

the tasks He has prepared for us to do.

it’s such a basic teaching of the church, but bear
with me for a moment. The greatest lesson I have

6. YOU WILL NEVER PLEASE EVERYBODY

learned at KCF over the last thirty years is this: The

I could write a whole book on this but let me give

longer I remain in this family the more it becomes
my family. You are born into
your human family without your
consent, and then you must learn
to deal with them because it is
the only family you have ever
experienced.
But your church family comes
at you in the reverse order. First
you choose it, and then it grows
around you, and the roots dig
deeper into you, more and more
as the years go by. We share
together your greatest joys and
your most bitter defeats. We
love you, we annoy you, we tease
you and offend you. We cry with
one another, we laugh with you

you just one example: how loud the worship is. The

(ok, sometimes we laugh at you, but sometimes

worship band has only two settings: Too loud, and

you laugh at us…) We forgive you and we ask you to

not loud enough. This topic alone could be expanded

forgive us. You complain about us and we complain

to fill a book, but it is a great metaphor for what it is

about you. We boast about your successes and

like to lead a church.

you boast about us. But at the end of the day, it is
our mutual Father, the head of our household, that

Everybody’s got an opinion on how things ought to

unites us and binds us into a family where I have

be done, or run. You would be surprised (or maybe

your back and you have mine.

not) at the constant pressure leadership comes
under to change the way we do church, to conform

If I have learned anything over these last 30 years, it

to somebody else’s idea of how church ought to be

is that I have a Father in heaven who is every bit as

done. We’d run ourselves ragged and splinter apart if

real to me as the brothers and sisters He gave me

we tried to please everyone chasing each divergent

down here to share our lives together. I am grateful

suggestion.

that he chose the likes of you to reveal Himself
to me.

Over time, we have prayerfully gained the
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KCF Turns 30!

In celebration of Kauai Christian Fellowship’s three decades of ministry
on Kauai, we are hosting this fall a series of family-oriented Sunday
Night Extravaganzas for the whole island.
The fun starts Sunday evening September 26th with A NIGHT OF
LAUGHTER featuring the hilarious SKIT GUYS comedy group live and
in person.

On Sunday evening October 17th we will be hosting A NIGHT OF
WORSHIP featuring Brenton Brown (“Everlasting God”, “Soul on Fire”,
“Lion and the Lamb”, and “Hallelujah [Your Love is Amazing]” to name a
few of his songs).
And like a rabbit from our hat, on Sunday October 24th we are having
a wild and crazy NIGHT OF MAGIC featuring the world-class illusionist
Danny Ray.
Each event runs from 7pm – 8pm with food trucks available
for onsite dining starting at 5:30pm
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